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ABSTRACT Single molecule ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy
were used to investigate DNA looping by NgoMIV restriction endonuclease. Using a linear double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
molecule labeled with a ﬂuorescence donor molecule, Cy3, and ﬂuorescence acceptor molecule, Cy5, and by varying the
concentration of NgoMIV endonuclease from 0 to 3 3 106 M, it was possible to detect and determine diffusion properties of
looped DNA/protein complexes. FRET efﬁciency distributions revealed a subpopulation of complexes with an energy transfer
efﬁciency of 30%, which appeared upon addition of enzyme in the picomolar to nanomolar concentration range (using 1011 M
dsDNA). The concentration dependence, ﬂuorescence burst size analysis, and ﬂuorescence correlation analysis were all
consistent with this subpopulation arising from a sequence speciﬁc interaction between an individual enzyme and a DNA
molecule. A 30% FRET efﬁciency corresponds to a distance of;65 A˚, which correlates well with the distance between the ends
of the dsDNA molecule when bound to NgoMIV according to the crystal structure of this complex. Formation of the looped
complexes was also evident in measurements of the diffusion times of freely diffusing DNA molecules with and without NgoMIV.
At very high protein concentrations compared to the DNA concentration, FRET and ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy
results revealed the formation of larger DNA/protein complexes.
INTRODUCTION
A number of proteins that participate in gene expression,
DNA replication, DNA modiﬁcation, and recombination
perform their functions by forming DNA loops (Schleif,
1992). For example, it is well established that the gal operon
repression in Escherichia coli (E. coli) is mediated by GalR
repressor-induced formation of DNA loops. Other examples
in E. coli include DNA looping-mediated regulation of lac,
ara, or deo operons (Schleif, 1992; Voet and Voet, 1995).
Some of the type II restriction endonucleases, such as SﬁI,
Cfr10I, and NgoMIV, also function by making DNA loops.
These enzymes bind to two recognition sites on a double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule and cleave it (Deibert
et al., 2000; Embleton et al., 2001; Halford et al., 2000;
Nobbs and Halford, 1995; Siksnys et al., 1999; Watson et al.,
2000). Cleavage occurs much more rapidly when these
enzymes simultaneously bind at two restriction sites instead
of one; for example SﬁI activity increases up to 40 times
when the DNA substrate has two recognition sequences
(Wentzell et al., 1995). The binding and cleaving reaction
also depends on the distance between the sites. If the re-
striction sites are very close (less then 30 basepairs (bp) from
one another), the enzyme is unable to generate a loop in the
DNA molecule due to the rigidity of the short DNA strand
and this inhibits the cleavage reaction. However, if the sites
are too far away, cleavage is also inhibited or prevented
(Bickle and Kruger, 1993; Siksnys et al., 1999). The for-
mation of dsDNA loops by SﬁI and Cfr10I restriction en-
donucleases has been visualized by electron microscopy
(Friedhoff et al., 2001; Siksnys et al., 1999). The DNA
looping kinetics of SﬁI and Cfr10I endonucleases were in-
vestigated using inhibition of the Tn21 resolvase reaction
(Milsom et al., 2001; Oram et al., 1997). This assay is based
on two competing reactions: DNA looping by restriction
enzyme and recombination by Tn21 resolvase. Tn21 re-
solvase can complete its reaction only when the restriction
enzyme-DNA complex is dissociated. It was determined that
for Cfr10I the looped complexes existed as long as 90 s,
whereas with the SﬁI enzyme, DNA looped complexes were
stable for more than 7 h (Milsom et al., 2001).
Another type II restriction enzyme that forms DNA loops
is NgoMIV. The crystal structure of NgoMIV bound to two
short dsDNA fragments was solved to 1.6 A˚ resolution
(Deibert et al., 2000). This protein consists of four identical
subunits of ;32 kDa each. It simultaneously binds two
copies of the DNA recognition sequence 59-GCCGGC-39
and cleaves after the 59 G leaving a four base overhang. The
protein has dimensions of 60 3 70 3 80 A˚, whereas the
helices of DNAmolecules are separated by;55 A˚ from each
other and have a 608 angle between their helical axes (see
Fig. 1). This enzyme apparently binds to two recognition
sites on the double-stranded DNA, forming a DNA loop, and
then cleaves the DNA at the two recognition sites (Deibert
et al., 2000; Milsom et al., 2001). However, the DNA
looping kinetics by NgoMIV endonuclease were too fast to
be resolved in bulk measurements using Tn21 resolvase
inhibition (Milsom et al., 2001).
One of the fundamental problems in investigating DNA
looping and especially its dynamics is the stochastic nature
of this process. It is practically impossible to synchronize this
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kind of process between large numbers of molecules, and
thus the dynamic behavior remains largely uninvestigated.
However, single molecule techniques provide a possible
avenue for the study of dynamic process like DNA loop-
ing. Single molecule measurements can be used to resolve
the time trajectories of processes that are inherently not
correlated between different molecules, as well as to char-
acterize the dynamic populations of intermediates during the
course of a reaction (Weiss, 1999, 2000). One powerful
technique that can be applied at the single molecule level is
ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). This allows
one to look at single molecule dynamics in terms of mil-
lisecond time scale variations in the distances between ﬂuoro-
phores bound to biomolecules (Deniz et al., 1999; Dietrich
et al., 2002; Ha et al., 1999a,b; Kim et al., 2002; Norman
et al., 2000; Widengren et al., 2001; Ying et al., 2000;
Zhuang et al., 2000).
Here, single molecule ﬂuorescence resonance energy
transfer methodologies are applied to study the DNA/protein
looped complexes as a function of the concentration of
NgoMIV restriction endonuclease. FRET occurring between
the donor (Cy3) and acceptor (Cy5) molecules, which are
attached to the ends of a DNA fragment with appropriate
binding sites, allows the measurement of the distance
between the DNA ends. In this study, relative populations
of different DNA/protein geometries are measured by
observing NgoMIV/DNA complexes at equilibrium in
solution. This work sets the stage for future studies of the
dynamics of this process using immobilized DNAmolecules.
Such measurements should lend insight into the conforma-
tional motion of the DNA molecule caused by its interaction
with NgoMIV endonuclease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzyme and DNA substrate preparation
NgoMIV was purchased from Promega (Madison, WI) and used without
further puriﬁcation. The approximate enzyme concentration was determined
spectroscopically as previously described (Pace and Schmid, 1997). A 172-
bp dsDNA molecule containing two NgoMIV recognition sequences was
generated using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques as follows.
Two NgoMIV restriction sites at the positions 769 and 929 of the plasmid
pBR322 were used for the design of the dsDNAmolecule. A forward primer
59-AGGTGCCGGCAGGCTCT-39 was labeled with a Cy3 dye molecule at
the 59 end phosphate group through a C3 linker (NgoMIV binding site is
underlined) and a reverse primer 59-CCATGCCGGCGATAATGG-39 was
labeled with a Cy5 dye molecule at the 59 end. The pBR322 region between
the primers, from position 765 to 937, was ampliﬁed using PCR. A dsDNA
molecule without endonuclease restriction sites was also made, as control,
for testing the speciﬁc binding ofNgoMIV enzyme to DNA. To generate that
DNA fragment, a forward primer 59-AGGTACGGACAGGCTCT-39 with
Cy3 at the 59 end and a reverse primer 59-CCATACGGACGATAATGG-39
with Cy5 at the 59 end were used in the PCR reaction, again to amplify the
pBR322 plasmid’s region between the positions 765 and 937, but this time
with three changes in each of the restriction sites. All primers were
purchased from Sigma-Genosys (Woodland, Texas). Primers similar to the
NgoMIV speciﬁc primers (59-TAGGACAGGTGCCGGC-39 forward and
59-CGGCCGCCATGCCGGC-39 reverse) without the dyes were used to
synthesize a 184-bp dsDNA molecule to verify that NgoMIV cuts a linear
DNA molecule with 160-bp distance between the restriction sites (this 184-
bp dsDNA molecule was the same as the 172-bp dsDNA molecule used for
the FRET measurement except the ends were extended to resolve the cut
from the uncut DNA on a gel). The reaction between NgoMIV and the
dsDNA substrate was performed according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and the resulting fragments were separated on 3% agarose gel (data not
shown).
The single molecule measurements were performed in a 10-ml sample
volume placed on a 0.13-mm thick glass cover slip (VWR, West Chester,
PA) by detecting ﬂuorescence from freely diffusing molecules or complexes.
For these measurements, the DNA generated from the PCR reaction was
diluted to 1011 M ﬁnal concentration in sterilized ultrapure water. NgoMIV
restriction endonuclease concentration in the sample was varied from 0 to 3
3 106 M ﬁrst by diluting the enzyme stock solution in the storage buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.3), 30 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.5
mg/ml BSA) and then diluting 10 times by adding it to the DNA sample.
These sample preparation conditions were chosen to maintain the enzyme
under conditions in which no cleavage could occur (there was no magnesium
in the enzyme storage buffer), while both maintaining appropriate conditions
for binding and minimizing sources of ﬂuorescent contaminants. Use of the
Multi-Core buffer containing magnesium (Promega) instead, which is
recommended for the optimal enzyme activity, resulted in very fast cleavage
of DNA molecules even at room temperature (see below). Data were also
obtained usingMulti-Core buffer in which magnesium ions were chelated by
EDTA. However, the addition of EDTA to the buffer resulted in increase of
the background ﬂuorescence. The ultrapure water used for the samples was
deoxygenated using argon gas before each measurement to improve the
FIGURE 1 Structure of NgoMIV with two
bound fragments of DNA molecules: (a) side
view and (b) top view. a-helices of the protein
are shown in light green, b-strands in yellow,
other regions in dark green, DNA molecules
are shown in purple. The ﬁgure was created
using PDB entry 1FIU (Deibert et al., 2000).
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photostability of the Cy3 and Cy5 molecules. A 15-bp dsDNA molecule
labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 dye molecules at the 59 ends of the complimentary
strands was created as a control for calibration of single molecule FRET
between Cy3 and Cy5 dyes. In this 15-bp dsDNA molecule, the donor and
acceptor FRET pair are expected to be 51 A˚ apart. This construct should
show an energy transfer efﬁciency of 55% assuming an R0 (distance at which
energy transfer is 50%) of 53 A˚, as reported previously for this dye pair (Ishii
et al., 1999). For these control measurements using the 15-bp dsDNA, 50%
(v/v) glycerol was added to the samples to slow the diffusion of the DNA
molecules in solution.
Apparatus for single molecule detection
Excitation light at 514.5 nm from a CW argon ion laser (Lexel Lasers,
Fremont, CA) was used to excite the Cy3 molecules. Single molecule
ﬂuorescence was detected using an inverted Nikon microscope (Nikon
TE200) with a high numerical aperture Nikon objective (Nikon 1003, 1.4
NA, oil immersion). The ﬂuorescence light collected by the same objective
was transmitted through a dichroic mirror (part No. 525DRLP, Omega
Optical, Brattleboro, VT) and focused onto a 50-mm diameter pinhole. The
ﬂuorescence was then passed through a dichroic mirror (630DRLP, Omega
Optical, Brattleboro, VT) to split it into two different wavelength detection
channels. Interference band pass ﬁlters centered at 570 nm and at 670 nm
with 40 nm spectral bandwidths were used to spectrally select the
ﬂuorescence from Cy3 and Cy5 molecules, respectively (570 DF 40 and
670 DF 40 from Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT). Fluorescence in each
channel was detected using an avalanche photodiode (SPCM-AQ 151,
EG&G, Vaudreuil, Canada). Data collection was performed with two
multichannel scaler cards (MCS-plus, EG&G Ortec, Canada), one for each
wavelength channel. Fluorescence from both channels was collected at the
same time with an integration time of either 0.2 or 1 ms.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was used to investigate
single molecule diffusion times. For this purpose, a Digital Correlator card
(Correlator.com, Bridgewater, NJ) was used. Cross-correlation and auto-
correlation curves from both detection channels were measured with either
30 or 60 s integration time. The errors for the diffusion time were determined
by measuring and ﬁtting the results ﬁve times.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Predicting distances using single
molecule FRET
Fluorescence time traces of a 15-bp DNA molecule labeled
with the Cy3 on one end and Cy5 on the other were mea-
sured using a signal binning time of 1 ms. Cross-correlation
of ﬂuorescence bursts in the Cy3 and Cy5 channels was
observed (raw data not shown). Fluorescence resonance
energy transfer efﬁciency was calculated for each bin accord-
ing to the equation,
E ¼ I9AðID1 I9AÞ ; where I9A ¼ IA  ID3 g:
Here IA stands for ﬂuorescence intensity from the acceptor
channel, ID is the intensity of the donor channel, and g
corrects for the bleedthrough of Cy3 ﬂuorescence into the
Cy5 detection channel (Ha et al., 1999a). The bleedthrough
parameter was calculated as 0.15 from measurements of
a DNA sample with only the Cy3 ﬂuorophore attached.
There was essentially no cross talk in the other direction
(Cy5 ﬂuorescence in the Cy3 channel) and thus no correction
for this was necessary. The 0.15 value of g was used in all
FRET efﬁciency calculations. For these calculations, ﬂuores-
cence intensity per bin was required to have a minimum of
30 counts after summing the ﬂuorescence from both the Cy3
and the Cy5 channels, or it was not counted. It should also be
noted that in the FRET efﬁciency calculations, there was no
background subtraction performed from either channel, as
the average background was less than 1 count in each 1-ms
bin. The FRET efﬁciency calculations also depend on any
difference between the detection efﬁciencies of the two
detector channels (Dahan et al., 1999; Ha et al., 1999a).
Based on the control results using the 15-bp DNA molecule
labeled with either Cy3, Cy5, or both dyes, the detection
efﬁciencies in two channels was estimated to be ;1. This is
consistent with assumptions made in previous studies using
the same or similar dyes and similar detection techniques
(Dahan et al., 1999; Deniz et al., 1999; Ha et al., 1999a).
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of FRET efﬁciencies for
single molecule measurements using the 15-bp DNA
molecule labeled on one end with Cy3 and the other end
with Cy5. A primary peak with a maximum around 0.5 and
small peak with a maximal efﬁciency of 0 is observed. The
R0 for the Cy3/Cy5 pair has been determined previously to
be 53 A˚ (Ishii et al., 1999). Thus, using a value of 2/3 for
the orientation factor k2, the 50% efﬁciency peak should
correspond to a distance between the dye molecules of about
R0 or 50–55 A˚. The distance between the donor and acceptor
based on the DNA structure results in about a 51 A˚
separation of the dye molecules, in excellent agreement with
the FRET results. The peak at 0% results from the fact that
sometimes only Cy3 ﬂuorescence is detected. This could not
represent a situation in which the donor and acceptor were
far apart because the distance between the two ﬂuorophores
is necessarily limited by the DNA structure. Instead, it is
FIGURE 2 FRET efﬁciency distribution of 15-bp double-stranded DNA
molecule labeled with a Cy3 dye molecule at one end and a Cy5 dye
molecule at the other (see Methods).
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likely that there is occasionally photochemical bleaching of
the Cy5 acceptor in some molecules, as previously observed
in various single molecule FRET measurements (Deniz et al.,
1999; Ying et al., 2000). In any case, the values estimated for
FRET efﬁciency from the main distribution correspond well
to what would be expected from the structure, supporting the
assumptions regarding the orientation factor, k2, and the
relative detection efﬁciencies of the two detection channels.
The same calculations and assumptions were used for
distance determination in the DNA/endonuclease system as
well (described below).
At least two distinct NgoMIV/DNA complexes
are formed at different enzyme concentrations
Single molecule ﬂuorescence time traces of 172-bp DNA
molecules labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 (at 1011 M con-
centration; see Methods for details of DNA design and
generation) were recorded at various NgoMIV concentra-
tions from 0 to 3 3 106 M. DNA cleavage is prevented
by the absence of magnesium ions in the solution (see
Methods). The same measurements were performed on two
different DNA molecules, one of which contained two
NgoMIV restriction sites separated by 160 bp and one that
did not contain restriction sites. In both cases, ﬂuorescence
time traces were recorded with both 0.2 and 1 ms binning
times, and FRET efﬁciency distributions were calculated as
described above (see Fig. 3). Fig. 3 a shows the case in
which the enzyme NgoMIV is absent in the system. In this
case, no ﬂuorescence energy transfer is detected. Fluores-
cence is almost exclusively observed from the Cy3 donor
resulting in an efﬁciency peak near 0% (so called ‘‘zero
peak’’). When 1012 M NgoMIV endonuclease is present in
the sample with the DNA molecules containing restriction
sites, two populations in the FRET efﬁciency distribution
can be resolved. The ﬁrst population corresponds to a zero
peak, which is present due to DNA molecules with no
NgoMIV bound or when the ends of the DNA strand are still
separated by a large distance (there could also be a small
population in which the FRET acceptor is photobleached as
described for the double-labeled DNA control above). The
second population ranges from 20% to 40% efﬁciency with
FIGURE 3 FRET efﬁciency histograms of a 1011 M Cy3 and Cy5 end-labeled dsDNA fragment containing two NgoMIV restriction endonuclease sites 160
bp apart (see Methods) at four different NgoMIV concentrations: (a) 0 M NgoMIV, (b) 1012 M NgoMIV, (c) 107 M NgoMIV, (d ) 3 3 106 M NgoMIV.
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the maximum at around 30% (see Fig. 3 b). This second peak
is due to the energy transfer from the donor Cy3 to the
acceptor Cy5 molecule as a result of the NgoMIV binding to
both recognition sites on the DNA (for distance calculations
and comparison to the structure, see below).
It is more difﬁcult to interpret the relative size of the peaks
in the FRET efﬁciency distribution. At low concentration
of enzyme (1012 M), it is very likely that one NgoMIV
enzyme binds to only one DNA molecule and most of the
DNA should be detected in the unbound (zero FRET
efﬁciency) form. This is because the DNA molecules out-
number the enzyme molecules by a factor of 10. However,
Fig. 3 b shows similar amounts of the zero and 30% peaks.
Taken alone, this would imply that ;50% of the DNA
molecules have the bound enzyme, rather than the maximum
of 10% predicted by the stoichiometry. This discrepancy
arises because of the way in which ﬂuorescence bins were
selected. As mentioned above, for FRET efﬁciency calcu-
lations only the bins with a total Cy3 plus Cy5 intensity of
more that 30 counts were used. This results in the preferential
selection of the FRET events over the free DNA detection
events, as many of the Cy3 only bursts (corresponding to free
DNA) are less than 30 counts (see burst size distributions,
Fig. 5). The problems associated with the effect of burst
thresholds on the ability to quantitatively compare the
amounts different subpopulations in a heterogeneous mix-
ture have been discussed previously (Dahan et al., 1999).
Thus, these measurements demonstrate that there are two
distinct species present in the DNA/NgoMIV system, but it is
not possible to compare directly the concentrations of the
different species in the sample using these methods.
Essentially the same FRET efﬁciency distributions are
observed at all NgoMIV concentrations from 1012 to 108
M (data not shown). Fitting the FRET efﬁciency distribu-
tions obtained for this range of enzyme concentrations
several times (using data taken on different days) and
assuming a Gaussian distribution of efﬁciencies, the center
value obtained is 28 6 2%. The error value of 2% reﬂects
both the variance of the center value with the change in the
enzyme concentration as well as the reproducibility of the
results during various days of measurements. The width of
the distribution, of course, is considerably larger than 2% of
the mean value, because individual measurements involve
limited numbers of photons. The center value of the
distribution, however, is quite reproducible. At an even
higher concentration of NgoMIV, 107 M, a population with
;10%–15% energy transfer efﬁciency can be resolved (see
Fig. 3 c). This may correspond to NgoMIV/DNA complexes
that are geometrically distinct from those formed at lower
concentrations or could be a consequence of aggregation
(discussed in more detail in terms of the structure below). At
NgoMIV concentrations of 106 to 3 3 106 M the 10%
efﬁciency population becomes dominant (Fig. 3 d ).
To insure that the enzyme used for these measurements
was in the native, active form, cleavage of the DNA
molecules by NgoMIV was also assessed. Addition of the
enzyme to a DNA sample containing the reaction buffer
(Multi-Core from Promega) resulted in fast disappearance (a
few seconds after the addition of enzyme) of the FRET
ﬂuorescence signal and the cross-correlation between Cy3
and Cy5 detection channels. The remaining ﬂuorescence
bursts were due to the fast diffusion of the short pieces of
DNA labeled with Cy3.
The NgoMIV complexes detected are the
result of sequence speciﬁc interactions
When the same enzyme concentrations were added to DNA
molecules that were identical to the ones described above
except for several base substitutions within the restriction
sites (see Methods for a detailed description), only the zero
peak population in the FRET efﬁciency distributions was
observed at any enzyme concentration (data not shown).
This indicates that the appearance of the other geometrically
distinct populations of complexes in the measurements
(centered at 30% and 10% efﬁciency) is due to speciﬁc
interactions between NgoMIV and DNA.
The different DNA/NgoMIV complexes detected
have different diffusion times
To investigate the speciﬁc binding of NgoMIV to DNA in
more detail, ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy was used
to measure the diffusion time (td) of the DNA molecules or
DNA/protein complexes in solution (Kettling et al., 1998;
Rippe, 2000; Zander et al., 1996). For these measurements,
again 1011 M DNA with or without restriction sites was
investigated, and the NgoMIV concentration was also varied
from 0 to 3 3 106 M. The FCS data was ﬁtted to ﬁnd the
diffusion time td of the molecules diffusing through the















N is the average number of molecules in the probe volume, t
is time, td is diffusion time, v0/z0 is the ratio of the diameter
over the z-dimension (thickness) of the confocal volume
(Brand et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002; Rippe, 2000). The
value for v0/z0 was ﬁxed as previously determined (Daniel
et al., 2002).
Results from both autocorrelation (correlation within one
channel) and cross-correlation (correlation between the two
wavelength channels) measurements (Eigen and Rigler,
1994) were analyzed using the same equation. The ﬁts of the
diffusion times from autocorrelation and cross-correlation
data were essentially the same. Below, only the results of
cross-correlation data will be presented, as they directly
represent the properties of the looped DNA/protein com-
plexes. The Cy3 and Cy5 cross-correlation results obtained
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at three different concentrations of NgoMIV are shown in
Fig. 4. At 0 M enzyme concentration, ﬁtting of the cross-
correlation from the free DNA molecules resulted in
a diffusion time of 0.29 6 0.02 ms. It should be noted,
here, that the small cross-correlation signal observed in this
case represents the 15% bleedthrough of Cy3 ﬂuorescence to
the Cy5 detection channel and is essentially equivalent to an
autocorrelation trace of the Cy3 channel only. Similar dif-
fusion time values previously obtained from autocorrelation
measurements of 59-bp dsDNA labeled with FAM or ROX
dyes were ;0.32 and 0.37 ms, respectively (Rippe, 2000).
Upon addition of the enzyme at 1012 M concentration to
the DNA containing restriction sites (ﬁnal DNA concentra-
tion 1011 M), an increase in the magnitude of the cross-
correlation signal is observed (see Fig. 4). This occurs due to
FRET between the Cy3 and Cy5 molecules, as described
above. At the same time, there is an increase in the diffusion
time to 0.38 6 0.02 ms. However, if the DNA molecules do
not contain the restriction sites, the addition of the enzyme to
the sample does not result in a change in either the auto- or
cross-correlation curves and associated diffusion times. An
increase in the diffusion times of DNA/protein complexes
versus free DNA molecules has been observed previously
(Rippe, 2000). From the data shown in Fig. 4, one can
conclude that addition of the enzyme to the DNA results in
the speciﬁc binding of the enzyme to the restriction sites,
forming a more slowly diffusing complex. The formation of
the enzyme-DNA looped complexes occurs within several
seconds after the addition of the enzyme (probably limited by
the mixing time in these measurements), and NgoMVI
remains bound to the DNA at least as long as the time
required to diffuse through the beam, i.e., a few tenths of
a millisecond.
Essentially the same diffusion time value is observed over
a range of enzyme concentrations from 1012 to 108 M.
However, there is an increase in the cross-correlation am-
plitude with increasing enzyme concentration to 109 M,
indicating increasing concentration of the bound DNA/pro-
tein complexes. At even higher enzyme concentrations, from
107 to 3 3 106 M, much slower diffusion times are ob-
served, ranging from 0.6 to 1.5 ms (see Fig. 3). This in-
crease in the diffusion time at very high concentrations of
the enzyme suggests that under these conditions two
NgoMIV molecules can be bound to the same DNA mol-
ecule and possibly betweenDNAmolecules, generating large
aggregates that diffuse more slowly (see below).
Burst size distribution analysis
Burst size distributions at 1012 and 107 M enzyme con-
centrations were calculated to evaluate the average number
of ﬂuorophores (DNA molecules) per protein/DNA complex
(see Fig. 5). To calculate these distributions, bins were
selected from the Cy3 detection channel that had more that
10 counts per 1 ms. Adjacent bins that met this criterion
where considered to be part of the same burst. The burst size
was calculated as the total number of counts in a burst. The
burst size distributions shown in Fig. 5 were derived from
FIGURE 4 Fluorescence cross-correlation results and ﬁts at different
concentrations of NgoMIV endonuclease. Insert: normalized ﬁts at different
concentrations of NgoMIV. The solid line is at an NgoMIV concentration of
3 3 106 M, the dashed dot line at a concentration of 1012 M, and the
dashed line at 0 M.
FIGURE 5 Burst size distributions calculated from the data measured at
1012 M (M) and 107 M () NgoMIV concentration. See text for details.
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data collected over a 160-s interval. The results in Fig. 5
clearly show two main differences at low and high enzyme
concentrations. First, at the 1012 M NgoMIV concentration,
the total number of qualifying bursts is signiﬁcantly smaller
than at 107 M. Also, the number of high intensity bursts is
markedly smaller at the lower enzyme concentration. The
burst size distribution at 1012 M enzyme concentration is
very similar to that of free DNA labeled with Cy3 (not
shown) indicating that the bursts detected predominantly
correspond to complexes containing a single Cy3 ﬂuoro-
phore rather than complexes containing multiple Cy3 mole-
cules. This is expected because the DNA concentration is
1011 M, 10-fold greater than the NgoMIV concentration.
However, at 107 M enzyme concentration the number of
high intensity bursts is much greater (Fig. 5), which suggests
that these bursts arise from the presence of several dye
molecules per complex in the focal volume. Multiﬂuor-
ophore particles in the focal volume give a higher probability
to detect more ﬂuorescence, which would also explain the
increase of the total number of bursts. Thus, the burst size
distribution at 107 M NgoMIV concentration also supports
the hypothesis of DNA/protein aggregate formation.
Comparison of FRET distances to
structural models
The results described above indicate that the addition of
NgoMIV restriction endonuclease to DNA fragments con-
taining appropriate restriction sites results in the formation of
DNA/protein complexes in which FRET between the dyes at
the two ends of the DNA can be detected at the single
molecule level. This conclusion is supported by the observed
increase in the diffusion times of DNA molecules (Fig. 4), as
well as the FRET efﬁciency distributions (Fig. 3). The FRET
results allow one to estimate the distance between the dye
molecules. Gaussian ﬁts of the FRET efﬁciency distributions
result in a center value of 28 6 2% (see above). If one
assumes an R0 of 53 A˚ for the Cy3/Cy5 FRET pair (Ishii
et al., 1999) and an average value for the orientation factor k2
of 2/3, a distance of 62 6 1 A˚ is obtained. The distance
between DNA helices determined from the structure of DNA
bound to the NgoMIV enzyme is;55 A˚. The angle between
DNA helices at this point is ;608 (Deibert et al., 2000) (see
Figs. 1 and 6). The labeled DNA molecules were created to
extend an additional 4 basepairs beyond the restriction site
on either end (see Materials and Methods). The DNA
molecules used in the crystal structure had a palindromic
sequence, which made it impossible to predict the actual
direction of the looped DNA helices (see Fig. 1). Assuming
the binding occurs in such a way that the two DNA helices
extend in the same direction but at an angle of 608 (this
would be the conﬁguration with the most relaxed bend in the
DNA), the distance between the ends of the DNA fragment
used can be calculated to be;65 A˚. Though, in principle, the
length of the linker between DNA bases and dye molecules
could affect the distance between dye molecules attached to
the ends of the DNA, the fact that the dye is attached on each
end to the 59 phosphate group by a labile C3 linker should
result in an average distance between the dyes that is
approximately the same as the distance between the ends of
the DNA. Using the same assumptions about the structure of
the linker and the ﬂuorophore position relative to the ends of
the DNA, the 15-bp control DNA molecule that had Cy3
attached to one end and Cy5 to the other gave the expected
distance upon analysis of its single molecule FRET emission
(see above).
Thus, the distance between the donor and acceptor
calculated from the FRET measurements matches that pre-
dicted by the structure. This implies that the 30% population
in the FRET efﬁciency distribution (Fig. 3 b) is due to energy
transfer events between the dye molecules bound to the ends
of a DNA strand complexed with the NgoMIV enzyme in
a conﬁguration consistent with the crystal structure. These
events correspond to DNA looping by NgoMIV, as this 30%
population is observed even at very low concentrations of the
enzyme and DNA, when binding of two DNA molecules to
one enzyme molecule is highly unlikely.
At high enzyme concentrations, a new population with
FRET efﬁciency of ;10% is observed (Fig. 3, c and d ). At
the same enzyme concentrations, cross-correlation FCS re-
sults indicate that the diffusion time of the DNA/protein
complexes increases severalfold (Fig. 4). These two effects
are also accompanied by a signiﬁcant increase of the am-
plitude of ﬂuorescence bursts (see Fig. 5). This is consistent
with the concept presented above that at high concentrations
large aggregates of NgoMIV and DNA are formed with
multiple ﬂuorophores, and therefore increased amounts of
ﬂuorescence are detected (see Fig. 6 d ). The presence of
these large complexes (also called trans complexes) was
previously proposed from the gel-shift studies of SﬁI
endonuclease binding to linear DNA molecules (Watson
et al., 2000). As observed with SﬁI, it is likely that two
NgoMIV molecules bind to the same DNA molecule at high
concentrations of the enzyme (see Fig. 6, c and d). Then, in
principle, the large complexes can form as the enzymes link
together different DNAmolecules. The formation of the large
complexes is supported by the increase of diffusion times
from cross-correlation measurements as well as the increase
of ﬂuorescence signal, which implies the existence of seve-
ral dye molecules in a single particle passing through the
probing volume (multiple DNA molecules per particle).
Taking all these facts into account, there could be several
reasons for the 10%–15% FRET efﬁciency population. One
possibility is that the aggregation of protein/DNA complexes
at high enzyme concentration is such that there are a mixture
of geometries, with some Cy3 and Cy5 molecules in close
proximity and others separated, resulting in an intermediate
average FRET efﬁciency or even a range of efﬁciencies (at
the highest enzyme concentrations, there seems to be a rather
broad distribution of efﬁciencies). Alternatively, the 10%
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FRET efﬁciency population could arise from a speciﬁc
DNA/protein binding geometry in these large complexes.
Two different DNA strands could bind to the same enzyme
molecule, but in opposing directions, similar to what has
been shown for SﬁI endonuclease (Halford et al., 2000;
Watson et al., 2000) and is represented in Fig. 6, c and d. In
this case, from the NgoMIV structure, the angle between the
DNA ends would be 1208 instead of 608, and the distance
between the DNA ends would be ;75 A˚, which should
correspond to ;10% FRET efﬁciency. However, it is not
possible to distinguish between these possibilities from the
present data.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that individual looped DNA-NgoMIV
complexes can be detected using single molecule FRET.
Very importantly, geometrically different populations of
complexes in a mixture can be distinguished, lending insight
into the binding states and geometries utilized at different
enzyme/DNA concentrations. A key feature of these results
is the ability to follow the distribution of multiple geometries
in the sample and this is possible because the data were
collected at the single molecule level. This system is now
poised for future measurements of DNA/protein dynamics
associated with the binding and looping processes, and
similar approaches could be applied to other enzymes and
binding proteins that result in looping of DNA (for example,
wrapping of DNA around the histone core particles of
nucleosomes). To generate dynamic data on the NgoMIV
system, it will be necessary to immobilize the DNA be-
cause the complex between the enzyme and the DNA is
apparently considerably longer-lived than the diffusion time
of the complex through the laser beam. This work is in
progress.
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